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Was a pair of every animal, but the Wolf refuses to board the ark without Red Riding Hood.

In therapy to cure their appetite for other species, Riding Hood and the Wolf meet.

Riding Hood joyfully goes into the forest with snacks for her long time dead grandmother.

When the full moon transforms Riding Hood into a wolf, she leaves the forest to find the one who is transform into man.

Little Red Riding Hood’s not accepted in the wolf pack and he isn’t let him sit at the family table.

The wolf knew it was over when Riding Hood bought a dog.

They said to Riding Hood was unjustified jealousy but she could not see with hatred to the three little pigs.

She sent her with a red dress to a forest full of wolves, without weapons or company. Devoured was, but not exactly how wanted the mother.

Weren’t cries of pain and she didn’t try flee to the wolf in the bed. Which was a deep offense to the hunter, but was solved it with an ax.
The Wolf discovered that the red cap was not the hottest piece in the outfit.

Between the sheets, exhausted with pleasure, but everything finished when she asked for his beloved grandmother.

Nothing would know if not the Wolf up the cell images to You Tube.

Grandma’s house, says the guide, we will go quietly to the window. Please, no cameras and children. Thank you.

The fiery red danced with the smoky wolf. The forest couldn’t contain that passion.